How will the Companies be Judged?
All participating Companies will have taken part in at least one National Competition event and won
their way through several rounds.
There are four stages to the competition; they are:
1. Company Report/ Business Plan
2. Public Presentation
3. Trade Fair Stand and Booth Visits
4. Panel Interview
Full guidance on the separate stages is set out below. At each of these stages the judges make an
assessment of the aspects of the company revealed at that stage. There is no winning formula. Each
Member Nation’s Company is different and must use its judgment to decide how best to convey the
strength of its members’ experience to the judges, telling appropriate elements of their unique story
through the competition stages.

The Four Stages of the Competition
STAGE 1 - WRITTEN FINAL COMPANY REPORT
The Company Report is the opportunity to summarize your team’s year in business. It is an important
record of what you have achieved. This segment carries 15% of the weight of the final grade. In order to
help the judging process and to give you some guidance on what is expected, below is a list of the rules
you must follow and some guidelines on content.
Rules
• A PDF copy of the report must be submitted to the Events Committee through your Member Nation. If
this is not possible because of a late national final event, alternative dates must be agreed between the
Events Committee and the Member Nation (see Joining Instructions for details).
• Language – the reports may be written in English or Arabic
• Maximum 10 sides of A4 (or less - not more); no appendices are allowed. The 10 pages exclude the
Front and Back cover. Minimum font size to be used is 12.
• The cover is in addition to the permitted 10 pages. It should include:





Company Name
Year of Operation
Name of Volunteer(s) and Link Teacher(s)
Country

• Page one must be an Executive Summary and include:









Company name
Logo and slogan
Mission and vision Statement
Product/service (clear explanation of what it is and how it works)
Target Market
Summary of financial results
Summary statement of Company performance.
Index

• The report must include the company’s final accounts (i.e. Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet,
prepared to the company liquidation date). It should state how many stocks were sold to company
employees, how many to their families and how many to the external investors, in addition to explaining
how their start up money was obtained. The accounts presented in the report should be verified and
signed by your adviser or an accountant. Note: Please make sure that the financial section of your
reports is in your currency.
Guidance
The rest of the report should read as one business-like document, not as a series of repetitive directors’
reports. The report should demonstrate the company’s achievements highlighting the product/service
they have produced; it should have a clear description of the product or service, how it works, the target
market…. The report must be written by the students and should be original and innovative in approach,
not based on a template from previous years. It should have some pictures, but not too many. A
recommended approach is to ask each director to write a brief report of his/her activities and then for
one director to draw the information together into one readable document. There should be a review of
students’ development as individuals and as a team. Company membership and structure should be
illustrated as well. In addition, any special activities undertaken by the Company should also be included.
Companies are also encouraged to include photographs of their product or service.

Key Points Assessed by Judges
Written Reports will be assessed on the following basis:


Summary of year’s activities (company name, mission, vision, logo, slogan, product/service,
summary of financial results, summary statement of company performance, index)



Submitted on time



Length (10 A4 one sided pages in addition to a title page and the last page.)



Cover (Company name, logo, year, name of volunteer, country represented)



Financial accounts (Profit/loss report, balance sheet, signature of volunteers on accounts)



Reads like a business document (professional feel, with charts or graphs…..)



Creative



Added photos



Team structure



Brief but clear business description



Overall business performance (e.g.: Marketing, Finance, PR, HR….)



Learning demonstrated as a team



Future potential of the company



Sustainability



Marketing plan

STAGE 2 – PUBLIC PRESENTATION
This segment is your chance to present and pitch your company to potential investors; it is the first time
you will meet the judges, so remember, first impressions are very important! This segment carries 25%
of the total final grade.

Rules:


All presentations must be made in English or Arabic.



Presentations will normally take place before a large audience in an auditorium.



The maximum time allocated for each presentation is 5 minutes.



The style should be business-like but may include the use of some humor.


Keep the presentation professional and if you want to include humor, make sure it appeals to a
diverse audience.


You need to be as creative as possible.


Students should use the Public Presentation to market and sell their COMPANY rather than their
PRODUCT to a possible investor in the audience; however, the product/service MUST be made clear
during the presentation.


The presentation team must not at any time exceed six students.


Students must be in business attire (skirts must be knee length and shirts must be proper and
buttoned up)


The teams are allowed to make use of an official INJAZ staff member handling the visual aids
from a PC or likewise.


Videos and audio tapes are permitted only for minimal complementary music or background
effects.
Teams are encouraged to select the music they feel signifies the team best (a theme song), so that this
may be used whilst the team is coming up and going down from the stage before and after the
presentation.
Guidance
The presentation should summarize the key experiences and achievements of the company. Try to bring
to life the highs and lows of your year for the audience. What you have learned from your mistakes is as
important as your achievements. This is a very important stage, try and be as creative as possible. Try to
market and sell your company to investors in the audience; convince them to invest in your company.
Show how your company has generated job opportunities. Do not waste your time telling the audience
about finances which are already in the written report, instead, show the audience that you have a good
profit. Don’t waste time introducing your team; if you want to introduce the team do it creatively and in
the shortest time possible, remember an investor doesn’t need to know who each person is in the
company, they just need to know that you have a strong and committed team, they also want to know
about the product, the company and its performance!

Key Points Assessed by Judges
The presentation will be assessed on the following basis:


Structure of presentation



Summarizes key experiences and achievements



Structure and flow of information



Demonstrates the need for your product/service



Team spirit and how strong the team is



Target market and product research conducted



Social responsibility plan



How environmentally friendly the product is



Social impact (how the company or the product has affected the community…)



Delivery technique (reading off a paper, confident, body language…)



Visual aids



Originality (how creative the presentation is)



How grabbing it is



Investment potential



Sustainability and future plans for growth



Job creation



Time management



Clear product/service

STAGE 3 - TRADE FAIR STAND/BOOTH VISITS
This is the first opportunity your team will have to talk to the judging panel in person, answer their
questions and market your product; therefore keep this in mind when preparing for this stage of the
competition. This segment carries 20% of the final grade. In this stage you must sell the audience your
PRODUCT! Marketing the product and or service is the most important aspect of this segment. Try to
convince people to buy something from you without being pushy!
Rules
• One volunteer or teacher is allowed to be at the stand during the interviews with the judges. Judges
may also interview him / her.
• The interviews will last up to 6 minutes.

• Judges will visit the stands and will examine the display and interview the company members. Stands
should display the following:






Company name, slogan (tagline) and logo
Country represented
Supporting companies (if any)
Product and / or Demonstration of Service (presented as if at a Trade Fair)
Marketing material

• The stand contents (excluding any provided shell system), should have been produced and funded by
the company.
Guidance
Judges will also be given the opportunity to observe teams in action when stands are open to the public.
Judges will observe the students while they are talking to the public marketing and selling their product.
Try to make your booth stand out from the rest; make it attractive and creative in its design. (Taking the
students to local exhibitions will help them get ideas for their booths.)

Key Points Assessed by Judges
The booths will be assessed on the following basis:


Visual display (posters, roll up, banners, sales display ……)



Product or Service idea (how innovative, how well it’s developed, how well it’s made,…)



Samples of the product or a clear explanation of the service



Name and logo of the company



Country represented



Team spirit and image



Customer service and satisfaction



Sales techniques (can you sell your product/service effectively…?)



Marketing plan (use of social media, messaging, face book, posters, fliers, …)



Market share and penetration



Use of technology



Product knowledge



Product pricing



Market or product research



Booth set up



How convincing the sales pitch is



Promotions



Competitive advantage

STAGE 4 – PANEL INTERVIEW
This is a very important aspect of the competition since the judges have the opportunity to ask any
questions regarding the company as well as clear any queries they may have after having read the
reports and visited your stands. This segment has a heavier weight than the three other segments, as it
carries 40% of the final grade. Judges are likely to probe company members on their understanding of
how and why the company performed as it did and what general lessons the students are able to draw
from this, and how these lessons might be applied in a new business context.
Company members without their volunteer or teachers will be questioned by the panel of judges for a
maximum of 15 minutes about different aspects of their company.

Key Points Assessed by Judges
The panel interview will be assessed on the following basis:


Company objective as well as mission and vision



Marketing plan (use of social media, fliers, posters, emails, mobile messages, ….)



Understanding behind company performance



Lessons learned



Ability to apply lessons learned to new situations



Development of personal skills



Team spirit, strength and commitment



Use of technology



Financials



Knowledge and understanding of how businesses function



Body language (posture, eye contact, attitude……..)



Gender balance in roles and responsibilities.



Ability to answer difficult questions



Future growth plans



Sustainability



Risk taking



Market or product research that students have conducted



Competitive advantage



Feasibility of the idea



Societal impact



Adaptability



Ethics

Please note that failure to meet any of the requirements set out in these criteria will be penalized by the
judges and may lead to disqualification from the Competition.

The awards could be for any of the following categories:
1. Most Innovative Product
2. Highest Generated Profit
3. Best Marketing Plan
4. Best Company of the Year
5. Best Enterprise of the Year
6. Best Booth Display
7. Best Logo
8. Best Company Name
9. Best Public Presentation
10. Best Corporate Social Responsibility Plan

11. Customer Service and Satisfaction
12. Most Environmentally Friendly Product
13. Product with Most Potential for Growth
14. Most Sustainable Company
15. Product with Greatest Social Impact
16. Social Media Award
17. Social Innovation Award

*(the awards may be given for all the above categories or only for a few selected ones)

